
VOLUME LTL
AND TRUCKLOAD SHIPPING 

THE CAPACITY AND SERVICE YOU NEED—ON DEMAND



BUILT ON VALUES. 
RUNS ON TRUST.

Estes is proud to be the carrier you can count on. That’s why we’re 
committed to building lasting, honest relationships with the people 
we serve, going above and beyond to help when challenges arise, and 
delivering exceptional experiences that keep our customers coming back. 

Going the extra mile isn’t just what we do—it’s who we are.

ETHICAL. HONEST. COMMITTED.
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When you’re making a larger shipment, Estes has the capacity, flexibility, and 
resources you need to keep your freight moving, even during peak shipping 
times. We offer volume LTL options for your partial truckloads, as well as 
asset-based truckload solutions, fueled by the power of our robust fleet and 
vast nationwide network. And we provide extensive brokered freight options, 
giving you easy access to the largest pool of vetted, reliable, high-quality 
truckload carriers in North America. 

You can count on Estes to get your volume LTL and truckload shipments 
where they need to go, when they need to get there—for less cost than 
standard LTL shipping.

Ready to get started? Log in to your My Estes account and visit 
our Rate Quote tool, or email our Volume LTL and Truckload team at         
volumetruckload@estes-express.com.

VOLUME LTL AND TRUCKLOAD SHIPPING 

https://www.estes-express.com/myestes/home/login
https://www.estes-express.com/myestes/rate-quote/estimate
mailto:volumetruckload%40estes-express.com?subject=
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Volume LTL Shipping
 
Need to make a partial truckload shipment? Estes offers reliable, efficient 
volume LTL service, thanks to our vast footprint and nationwide workforce. If 
your shipment weighs at least 5,000 pounds and takes up at least eight linear 
feet of trailer space, you can take advantage of our volume LTL options and 
pay only for the trailer space you use.

Trust your volume LTL freight to Estes and enjoy:

 » Competitive rates, with quotes that are good for 30 days

 » Lower costs relative to standard LTL

 » The capacity you need, even during peak shipping times

And we offer Time Critical Guaranteed coverage of your volume LTL 
shipments for exceptional peace of mind.

To get started, simply log in to your My Estes account and visit our Rate 
Quote tool. You can also email our Volume LTL and truckload team at                              
volumetruckload@estes-express.com.

VOLUME LTL AND TRUCKLOAD SHIPPING 

https://www.estes-express.com/myestes/home/login
https://www.estes-express.com/myestes/rate-quote/estimate
https://www.estes-express.com/myestes/rate-quote/estimate
mailto:volumetruckload@estes-express.com
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Truckload Shipping
When you need to make a larger shipment, Estes is committed to providing 
you with the capacity, flexibility, and resources you need to keep your freight 
moving. Our asset-based truckload service allows you to ship full loads—
weighing at least 45,000 pounds or taking up at least 48 linear feet of trailer 
space—with one of the industry’s most trusted and reliable carriers. 

With Estes, you can enjoy the many benefits of truckload shipping:

 » Lower costs per pound than LTL

 » Minimized freight handling

 » Over-the-road and intermodal service

 » Shortened delivery time

And our backhaul service takes advantage of Estes trucks that are traveling 
home without a full load. That means if we have extra space, you can ship for 
less.

Dedicated Truckload

Estes also offers dedicated truckload shipping to meet your ongoing supply 
chain needs. When you choose our dedicated truckload service, you can count 
on:

 » Fully dedicated equipment and personnel for exceptional peace of 
mind

 » Strategically located terminals, extensive coverage areas, direct lanes, 
and a large, dependable fleet

 » Efficient freight shipping with minimal handling

 » The capacity to handle multiple daily shipments

Ready to get started? Log in to your My Estes account and visit our Rate 
Quote tool, or email our Volume LTL and Truckload team at volumetruckload@
estes-express.com.

For dedicated truckload options, call 1-866-ESTES4U (1-866-378-3748), and 
press 33. 

VOLUME LTL AND TRUCKLOAD SHIPPING 

https://www.estes-express.com/myestes/home/login
https://www.estes-express.com/myestes/rate-quote/estimate
https://www.estes-express.com/myestes/rate-quote/estimate
mailto:volumetruckload@estes-express.com
mailto:volumetruckload@estes-express.com
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Brokered Truckload

Not only can Estes handle your LTL shipping needs, but we can also connect 
you with the largest pool of vetted, reliable, high-quality truckload carriers 
in North America. Through our partnership with one of the world’s largest 
logistics platforms, we offer unrivaled capacity and door-to-door service to 
meet your business’ highest standards—even at a moment’s notice.

Try our brokered truckload solution and:

 » Request rate quotes and book shipments directly through our Estes 
website, without having to deal with multiple carriers or unknown 
brokers

 » Get access to qualified carriers that deliver throughout the contiguous 
U.S.

 » Rest easy knowing that Estes will be your single point of contact from 
start to finish—coordinating, monitoring, and tracking your shipment 
every step of the way 

All carriers are rigorously qualified to ensure safety, reliability, and financial 
stability. And our brokered truckload solution is supplemented by our asset-
based truckload service, which means if, for any reason, our partner can’t 
move your freight - we will.

To learn more or to get started, contact our brokerage team at 
estestruckload@estes-express.com.

VOLUME LTL AND TRUCKLOAD SHIPPING 
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mailto:estestruckload@estes-express.com
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FAQ’s

What qualifies a shipment as a volume load?

A: If your shipment is 5,000 pounds or more or takes up at least eight linear 
feet of the trailer, it qualifies as a volume load.

What qualifies as truckload freight?

A: Your shipment must be 45,000 pounds or more or take up at least 48 linear 
feet of the trailer to qualify as truckload freight.

How do I get a volume LTL or truckload rate quote? 

A: Getting a volume LTL or truckload rate quote is easy! Simply log in to your 
My Estes account (or create a free one here). Then get an automated volume 
LTL or truckload rate quote using our Rate Quote tool. You can also contact  
our Volume LTL and Truckload team at volumetruckload@estes-express.com.

How long are volume LTL and truckload quotes good for? 

A: Volume LTL and truckload quotes are good for 30 days as long as your 
freight’s parameters remain the same.

How can I request a truckload brokerage rate?

A: You can easily request a truckload brokerage rate quote from MyEstes by 
selecting the Estes Truckload option on the left-hand side of our Rate Quote 
tool. From there, you’ll answer a few questions about your shipment and 
we’ll return a rate quote. If you have any problems, you can email the Estes 
truckload team at estestruckload@estes-express.com.

How long is a brokered truckload quote valid?

A: Brokered truckload shipments must be booked immediately upon receiving 
a quote, as pricing is based on current market conditions. Brokered truckloads 
move on third party TL carriers and must not be tendered to your local Estes 
terminals. This is different than the quotes provided by our V/TL team for loads 
handled within our network.

VOLUME LTL AND TRUCKLOAD SHIPPING 
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https://www.estes-express.com/myestes/home/login
https://www.estes-express.com/myestes/home/sign-up
https://www.estes-express.com/myestes/rate-quote/estimate
mailto:volumetruckload@estes-express.com
https://www.estes-express.com/myestes/rate-quote/estimate
mailto:estestruckload@estes-express.com
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Contact Us Today

VOLUME LTL AND TRUCKLOAD SHIPPING 

Volume LTL and Truckload
Need to make a volume LTL or truckload shipment? 

Learn more or get a quote today.

volumetruckload@estes-express.com

Truckload Brokerage
Learn more about our brokered truckload solutions 

or get a quote today.

    estestruckload@estes-express.com

mailto:volumetruckload@estes-express.com
mailto:estestruckload@estes-express.com
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